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Abstract
In this work we present a general method for the selective synthesis by photolithography of
localised nanostructures in planar geometries. The methodology relies on the previous concept of
photo-patternable metallic nanoparticle (NP)/polymer nanocomposites, which can provide a
range of NP sizes, polydispersity and densities. First, a photoresist containing metallic ions is
patterned by photolithography. Silver NPs are synthesised in situ after the exposure and
development of the patterned thin film via the thermal-induced reduction of ions embedded in its
structure. Gentle plasma ashing is used to selectively remove the polymer, which leaves NPs on
the patterned areas. These NPs are used as seeds for subsequent processes. In order to
demonstrate the flexibility of the method, its use to selectively produce localised nanostructures
through different processes is shown here. Following a top-down approach, high aspect-ratio
silicon nanograss has been produced by reactive ion etching and masking by the NPs. In a
bottom-up approach, 280 nm copper clusters have been selectively grown in arrays. This method
can be easily extrapolated to other metals and it provides a quick way to selectively generate
hierarchical nanostructures in large planar areas that can be used for different applications, such
as the fabrication of nanostructured sensor arrays.

Keywords: silver nanoparticle, nanoseeding, nanocomposite, photopatterning, silicon nanotips,
selective synthesis

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Unconventional nanofabrication techniques [1] have attracted
much attention due to their potential use in a large number of
applications that can benefit from low-dimensional materials.
For example, a remarkable application of such a technique is
the deposition or fabrication of metallic nanostructures on a
flat substrate, especially noble metals, using photopatterning.
Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) are useful for optical techniques
like surface-enhanced Raman scattering [2], sensing [3], and
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surface-enhanced fluorescence [4]. Moreover, they are one of
the most commonly used catalysers for the growth of other
nanostructures. Often, the development of new nanostructures
starts indeed with the patterning of the substrate followed by a
top-down or bottom-up approach, or a combination of both.

Most of the common nanofabrication techniques provide
high resolution or high throughput, where the most challen-
ging case is when small nanostructures are desired to be
selectively placed along extended areas at a low cost [5].
Electron beam lithography, focused ion beam milling and
pulsed laser [6] offer very high resolution for both the shape
and position of the NP, at the expense however of low
throughput. Other approaches have been proposed to produce
extended ordered nanostructure arrays, such as the use of
block copolymer templates [7], laser interference synthesis
[8], directed self-assembly [9] or colloidal lithography
[10, 11]. At the same time, other techniques offer very high
throughputs for random distributed NPs, such as thin film
annealing [12]. For the latter, the control on two parameters,
the deposited metal thickness and the temperature bake, gives
rise to a limited range of sizes and densities of NPs.

The use of polymer as a host for the in situ synthesis of
NPs offers clear advantages in terms of control over size,
shape, density and size dispersity of the NPs [13]. This
synthesis consists of using polymers that have functional
groups with the redox capability to reduce embedded metallic
ions to the corresponding NPs [14]. In this way, the intro-
duction of polymer facilitates the control on size and dis-
persity, which are important if the NPs are going to be used as
precursors. Moreover, the presence of the polymer allows the
NPs to be synthesised at a relatively low temperature (even
less than 150 °C), while other techniques like the formation of
Ag droplets by annealing very then films (approx. 1 nm) can
reach temperatures of 650 °C [15, 16].

Some lithographic polymeric compounds present this
reducing ability, which enables the synthesis of NPs in a small
volume of polymer that has been defined by a lithographic
technique [17]. Poly-vinyl-alcohol has been shown to be a
suitable host for synergetic electron beam lithography, and
gold [18] and silver [19] NP synthesis. This technique allows
the placement of NPs in the range of 10 nm in size with a
spatial resolution of 180 nm [18]. More importantly, UV-pat-
ternable novolac phenol-formaldehyde resins sensitised with
diazo-naphthoquinone (DNQ) have also shown this reducing
capability, both in their positive [20] and negative [21] for-
mulation, and for gold and silver NPs [21]. By using this host,
it is possible to synthesise NPs ensembles in areas patterned by
UV-lithography with the corresponding resolution. Moreover,
by controlling the post-bake parameters and initial metal
molarity, it is possible to have some control over the size and
distribution of the NPs, and it is not difficult to produce
monodispersed NPs smaller than 10 nm [20, 22]. This point is
important because some nanostructures, such as semiconductor
nanowires, benefit from reduced diameters [23].

UV-lithography offers many advantages. For a resolution
just below one micron, the equipment can be reduced to a

simple mercury bulb to provide 436 nm (g-line) or 365 nm (i-
line) light. Excimer lasers (248 nm from KrF and 193 nm
from ArF) have enabled the patterning of features down to
32 nm. Smaller features are possible by deep ultraviolet
lithography together with the immersion and double pattern-
ing techniques. The next technology, extreme ultraviolet
lithography, is able to provide 13 nm line/space half-pitch
resolution [24], albeit at a high cost.

Once the metallic NPs have been synthesised in the
desired areas, they can be used to generate other structures.
Ag and Au NPs can catalyse carbon nanotube growth by
CVD [25]. NPs also constitute the seeds for the growth via
vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) technique [26]. Although gold is
the most used catalyser, other metals [27] such as silver and
copper can also trigger the vertical or horizontal [28] growth
of nanowires of relevant materials such as silicon [29], oxides
[30] and compound semiconductors [31]. In addition, Ag NPs
have shown to be reliable seeds in order to create conductive
tracks by electroless plating [32].

Metallic NPs can also be used to generate silicon nano-
grass, also known as nanotips, nanocones, or black silicon,
depending on the size, aspect-ratio and application. Its
applications range from antimicrobial surfaces [33] and
modification of optical properties [34] to improved electro-
chemical anodes for batteries [35]. There are different ways to
fabricate black silicon [36, 37] such as metal-assisted wet
chemical etching [38], electrochemical etch, laser ablation or
reactive ion etching (RIE). Many of these methods have been
patented. Additionally, hierarchical arrays can be produced by
the combination of two of these techniques [34]. In the case of
RIE, the commonly used chemistry [37] is SF6+O2, where
the fluorine radicals generated from the SF6 provide the sili-
con etch, and the O2 allows the production of SiOxFy for wall
passivation. Other well-known chemistry [39] is SF6+
O2+CHF3, where small amounts of CHF3 are the source for
the CF radicals which etch the SiOxFy layer in one direction
forming the volatile COxFy. Hence, the addition of further
CHF3 avoids the nanograss formation [39], and a composition
of SF6+CHF3 is a well-known chemistry for silicon ani-
sotropic etch. SF6+O2+CHF3 is also a very good polymer
etcher, and etch rates as high as 5000 nmmin−1 have been
reported [39]. This prevents the use of photoresist masking
for selective fabrication of small silicon structures. On the
other hand, the metals and metal-oxides are not affected by
this etch and provide a virtually infinite selectivity with
respect to silicon [39, 40].

In this work, we have developed a new method based on
the use of Ag/DNQ-novolac lithographic nanocomposites in
order to generate nanoseeds for further nano-synthesis pro-
cesses. The method allows the patterning of extended areas by
photolithography using an inexpensive UV-lamp and a
chrome mask. Next, small NPs are synthesised in the
remainder resist by a thermally driven chemical reduction of
embedded silver ions. An optimised plasma treatment
removes the polymer that covers the NPs, so that they are
more accessible for further nano-synthesis processes. Then, as
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a proof-of-concept, we have applied the seeding method for
the creation of black silicon in selected areas by using the NPs
as hard mask for RIE. Finally, we have used the method for
the selective synthesis of copper clusters of 280±150 nm by
electroless plating.

This method is an easy and quick tool that could find
further application in other fields of nanotechnology, such as
selective catalysed synthesis of nanostructures, VSL growth,
or seeded plating.

2. Methods

2.1. Fabrication

0.015 g AgClO4 is diluted in 0.5 ml 1-methoxy 2-propylacetate
(MPA). After complete dissolution, the solution is added to
2 ml of S1805 novolac-based photoresist (MICROPOSIT™
S1805 positive photoresist, Dow (R)—Shipley/Rohm &
Haas). The solution (from now ‘modified photoresist’) is spin-
coated at 4000 rpm on silicon and glass substrates, which are
then left on a hot-plate at 45 °C during 2 min. The films are
exposed in an ultraviolet crosslinker (CL-1000 UVP, equipped
with five Hitachi F8T5 bulbs) at 100 mJ cm−2, using a chro-
mium mask to define patterns. The samples are then developed
during 5 s in a solution of tetramethylammonium hydroxide
(TMAH) in water (1:10 volume). Immediately, they are
immersed in water during 5 s and dried with compressed
nitrogen. The samples are then baked at 210 °C during 15 s on
a hot-plate, which produces the silver NPs. This process results
in 342±11 nm thick films.

The oxygen plasma treatment is run out in a RIE chamber
Plasmalab μPRIE80. The RF power is set at 200W, the O2 flow
at 10 sccm, and the time varies from 30 to 120 s. The resulting
pressure is 30 mTorr and the generated DC bias is 340V.

The silicon dry etch has been carried out in an Oxford
Instruments Plasmalab 65 ICP system. The gas mixture is
composed of SF6 (5 sccm) and CHF3 (70 sccm) at a pressure
of 8 mTorr, and the plasma has been produced with 20W of
RF in the main chamber and 200W in the ICP column,
during 6 min.

The copper cluster synthesis has been obtained by
immersion in a solution comprising of 15 g L−1 copper (II)
sulphate pentahydrate, 20 g L−1 sodium hydroxide, 70 g L−1

sodium potassium tartrate and 77 ml L−1 formaldehyde 37%,
at room temperature.

2.2. Characterisation

The optical absorption spectra of the films on glass were
measured with a spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer, Lambda
950 UV/VIS/NIR) with a resolution of 1 nm over the
325–600 nm wavelength range. A clean glass substrate was
used as reference for spectrophotometer calibration. The
absorbance of the films is calculated from the difference
between the transmission through the reference and through
the sample, while the reflectance is neglected. The thicknesses
of the films were measured using a Dektak3 surface profiler.

The SEM used for characterisation is a FEI Quanta 3D FEG.
The silicon tips have been scraped by using a glass knife and
deposited on a TEM carbon-copper grid previously wetted in
D. I. water. A JEOL ARM200F scanning electron microscope
has been used for the inspection.

The electron beam lithography has been carried out using
a Raith Pioneer system at 30 KV. The exposure dose has been
80 μA cm−2, by using steps of 14 nm with beam current of
0.26 nA. The development was performed as usual.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Nanoseeding method

The process to create the patterns and the seeding method can
be seen in the flowchart in figures 1(a)–(c). The UV-litho-
graphy has been performed by using the modified photoresist
as explained at the experimental section. The polymer pat-
terns are defined after the development, and a bake then
produces the synthesis of NPs by reducing the Ag(III) ions
with help of the polymer via thermal excitation. The size of
the resulting Ag NPs in the DNQ/Novolac system is known
to be controllable by tuning the temperature, as well as the NP
density by controlling the initial metallic ion concentration
[20]. Gentle oxygen plasma ashing is then used to remove the
polymer and leave at least the larger silver NPs on the sub-
strate (figure 1(c)). This constitutes the core of the nano-
seeding method.

After this, different alternatives can be used to create
nanostructures. In this work, and in order to show a complete
proof-of-concept, selective RIE has been used to produce
silicon nanograss by using the NPs as a hard mask for the

Figure 1. Flowchart of the nanoseeding method. (a) UV-lithography
is performed to pattern the polymer, (b) the Ag NPs are synthesised
during a short bake, (c) the polymer is selectively removed by using
oxygen plasma and it leaves areas of NPs. After this, the selectively
located NPs could be used for different purposes: as a hard mask for
selective RIE (d), as catalyst for synthesis of nanostructures (e), or as
seeding layer for electroless plating (f).
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etching (figure 1(d)). However, once the NPs remain on the
surface of the substrate, they could be used as seeds for dif-
ferent techniques. For example, their metallic nature could be
used to catalyse the vertical growth of nanowires by VLS
method or molecular beam epitaxy (figure 1(e)). Alter-
natively, they could be used as a seeding layer to produce a
metallisation by electroless plating (figure 1(f)).

Figure 2(a) shows the resulting UV-patterned nano-
composite of two samples, one before (top sample) and one
after baking (bottom sample). Both samples have been
included in the same photograph for accurate colour com-
parison. The image corresponds to the edge of the glass
substrates, where the resist is always thicker after spin-coating
due to the bead effect. The spin-coated films on glass show
that the colour of the resist is modified during the baking
process, as a result of the silver NP synthesis. Silver NPs
present LSPR around 420 nm, which translates in a higher
optical absorption at that wavelength. This results in the
reddish colour of the original resist turning yellow. The pre-
sence of NPs is confirmed by TEM (figure 2(b)). It is possible
to see that the size distribution is heterogeneous, with a high
polydispersity. The larger NPs are approximately 50 nm in
diameter. The total density of NPs is relatively high; although
it has to be considered that they are expected to be distributed
along the volume, in this case, of a 342 nm thick film. The
main advantage of producing the NPs inside the polymer
rather than directly on the surface is that the properties of the
matrix determine the size and polydispersity of the NPs [14],
as well as allowing synthesis at much lower temperatures.

DNQ-novolac is a common photoresist used for UV
patterning, but it also exhibits lithographic properties under
electron beam exposure. In order to show the versatility of the
material, a fresh solution has been spin-coated on silicon and
allowed to dry at room temperature. Next, it has been pat-
terned by electron beam lithography, and developed as usual.
The results can be seen in the optical micrograph of
figure 2(c), which shows the obtained pattern of 2 μm wide
lines. EBL can achieve a very high resolution, although in our
system the addition of metallic salts to the resist has a side-
effect that can limit the resolution. The presence of the salts
increases the solubility of the resist during the development,
as can be deduced from the short processing times at the
development stage.

Oxygen plasma is commonly used for the selective
removal of polymers, and high removal ratios can be
achieved. Similar novolac resists are usually removed at
300 nmmin−1 [41] at 400W and 300 mT. In this work,
gentler ashing parameters have been used to remove the
polymer while leaving the NPs as unaltered as possible. A
large RIE chamber has been used in order to decrease the
energy density of the plasma, and gas flow and pressure have
been reduced as much as possible. Nanocomposite films on
silicon dice have been treated at different ashing times,
decreasing their thickness as shown in figure 3(a). An etching
ratio of 196 nmmin−1 has been achieved. Thanks to the good
contrast on silicon, it is possible to see the patterns with the
naked eye even for very thin films. The time to exhaust all the
polymer has been determined to be 104 s. Silver is a heavy

Figure 2. (a) Photograph of two glass samples with the UV-patterned
nanocomposite, revealing the colour difference for baked and
unbaked case (the dashed line marks the edges of both samples).
(b) TEM of the nanocomposite, (c) image of the nanocomposite
directly patterned by electron beam lithography and development
(line width=2 μm).

Figure 3. (a) Remaining thickness of the nanocomposite thin film
after plasma treatment at different times, (b) SEM image of the
sample treated 100 s, which clearly shows the boundary between
areas with and without NPs.
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ion, which provides good contrast on silicon substrates at the
SEM. Figure 3(b) shows the SEM of a sample ashed for
105 s. Although there is no more polymer, it is possible to see
the patterns due to the remaining silver. A closer look reveals
that the larger NPs are distinguishable, and the boundaries of
patterned/unpatterned areas can be identified. The larger NPs
are approximately 50 nm in diameter, which agrees with the
TEM inspection in figure 2; the same applies to the relative
spacing between them. The SEM of the patterned area shows
a density of NPs lower than in the TEM image, although it
has to be considered that smaller NPs can be present even if
they are not visible under the SEM.

In order to obtain more information about the ashing
process, the plasma treatment has been performed on nano-
composite films on glass and their optical absorbance has
been measured. Figure 4(a) shows the resulting spectra. The
novolac resist presents significant absorption for wavelengths
shorter than 380 nm as seen in the spectrum of a polymer
reference without metallic ions (black line in figure 4(a)). At
the same time, a nanocomposite film presents a high absor-
bance at 439 nm due to the SLPR of the silver NPs (red line in
figure 4(a)). The ashing process reduces the absorbance of the
film in the entire spectrum, as expected. It is remarkable that
the absorbance of the plasmon peak is greatly reduced during
the first 30 s of plasma. For clarity, the absorbance at 339 nm
(due to polymer) and at 439 nm (due to the NPs) for all the
films has been represented in figure 4(b). The absorbance of
the polymer at 339 nm decreases linearly with time, indicating
thereby a linear etching rate. However, it is observed that the
absorbance due to the silver NPs decreases faster than the
peak due solely to the polymer in the first half of the process.
The NPs are expected to be homogenously distributed in the
volume. The thermal reduction of ions in polymer matrices
tends to produce NPs distributed throughout the entire
volume, while the chemical reduction can produce accumu-
lation on the surface [42]. A possible explanation for the
faster decrease of the absorbance at 439 nm could be the
expected oxidation of the silver NPs in the plasma [43], which

could affect the plasmon resonance intensity. Moreover, the
plasmon peak shifts from 439 to 431 nm during the first 30 s
of plasma treatment. This could possibly be due to the
reduction in size of the metallic core in the case of external
oxidation, which would leave a smaller core and hence its
plasmon resonance would be blue-shifted, as is happening.
After 60 s, the reduction of the plasmon peak decreases in a
slower manner, which could be due to the slower oxidation of
the NPs.

Finally, another effect that can be observed in figure 3(a)
is sudden decrease of the background absorbance from 90 to
100 s. This effect is due to the disappearance of the film as
such in that interval. Even a very thin polymer film of a few
nanometres causes reflection of the beam of the spectro-
photometer. The reflectance for the case of normal incidence
can be calculated from the Fresnel equations, and it follows
the formula:

=
-
+

R
n n

n n
1 2

1 2

2

where n2 is the refractive index of the medium (air), and n1 of
the material at the interface (polymer or glass). When the film
disappears, the beam impinges the glass slide directly, which
has a different refractive index than the polymer film and
hence produces a different normal reflection. Because the
measurements are not corrected for different reflectance, this
small step of absorbance appears. The fact that there is no
plasmon peak for t=100 s despite some NPs still being
there, as showed by SEM, reinforces the hypothesis of the
oxidation.

3.2. Top-down application: silicon nanograss synthesis

Selective synthesis of silicon nanograss was attempted by
using the NPs as hard masking objects in order to show the
viability of the nanoseeding method for the production of
nanostructures. For this, a silicon sample was patterned with
the nanocomposite, and oxygen treated. The treated silicon
sample looked clean to the naked eye. The sample was then
anisotropically etched using RIE rendering the patterns visi-
ble to the naked eye as shown in figure 5(a). Most of the
sample looked black where the nanocomposite was placed,
and shiny in the areas where no nanocomposite was located.
A closer view with the SEM reveals the reason for this
structural colouring effect. Areas with no NPs present a
mostly even surface (figure 5(b)), with only small defects.
Areas populated by the NPs are covered with silicon nano-
grass (figure 5(c)), which confers the black colour to the
sample. The silicon tips are about 500 nm tall, although there
is some polydispersity. Some truncated cones can be clearly
seen, which means that they have been masked by a NP
during the etching of the silicon. The tips have been scratched
on a grid and further examined on the TEM (figure 5(d)). The
TEM inspection reveals tips of different sizes. The larger tips
quite often present a truncated cone shape and NPs on their
tip, as can be seen in figure 5(d). These NPs look dark under
the TEM, which means that they have a heavy atom com-
position, such as silver. The larger NPs are 40–50 nm in

Figure 4. Optical absorbance of the nanocomposite films thinned at
different times, (b) corresponding absorbance at the wavelengths
339 nm (due to polymer) and 439 nm (due to the NPs).
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diameter, which again agrees with the electron microscopy
images of figures 2(b) and 3(b). The smaller tips are sharp and
do not show NPs at their top. This could be explained by their
origin from the masking by smaller NPs, which produce a
smaller footprint. Because the RIE process is not completely
anisotropic (note the conical profiles), the etching could allow
undercutting below the small NPs and their subsequent
release followed by the sharpening of the silicon tip.

3.3. Bottom-up application: copper nanoparticle synthesis

The nanoseeding method presented here can be used for
bottom-up applications whereby the metallic NPs serve as

seeds for a variety of nanostructure growths. Figure 6 shows a
silicon substrate processed as the sample of figure 3(b), which
has been immersed for 10 min in a copper sulphate-based
electroless plating solution [44]. Larger copper clusters
selectively grow on the areas where the nanocomposite was
placed.

The strong reducing character of this solution [45], which
has a very high pH of the order of 12, favours the local
reduction and creation of metallic sites that catalyse the later
growth. Figures 6(b) and (c) show the resulting copper par-
ticles. The shape of the particles reveals that the growth is
favoured in the vertical direction, producing copper clusters
with a grain size of 280±150 nm (insert figure 6(d)). The
EDX spectrum of a measurement done on top of one of these
clusters predominantly shows emission peaks of copper. The
quantitative analysis reveals that 70% of the atomic percent-
age corresponds to copper, while the rest comes from oxygen,
silicon and carbon from the background. This is expected
because the collections area is approximately a square
micrometre. No sulphur has been found, which means
that there is no redeposited copper sulphate. It can be seen
in figures 6(a)–(b) that the patterning is very selective.
Figure 6(b) shows some small particles that have grown
outside the desired area. This could point to some minor
redeposition, since this plating formulation only allows cop-
per growth in the presence of metallic seeds [32, 46]. This
minor redeposition could be due to a distribution of the silver
NPs all along the thickness of the thin film, including both
interphases. This kind of distribution has been previously
observed for similar systems where NPs are gown in situ in a
thin film [47].

As future work, this method is being used to selectively
create surfaces with large specific surface areas for silicon
electrochemical sensors. The enhanced areas provide several
advantages, and there is a demand for controllable fabrication
processes [48]. Such an application does not demand high
purity for the metallic NPs nor high resolution or mono-
dispersity. However, it benefits from the availability of silicon
technology for chip production as well as the accuracy of the
plasma-based microfabrication techniques. Although the
intended application is not sensitive to oxidation processes,
for some applications it could be desirable to have pure metal.
This issue could be approached by using a common technique
to remove oxide from metallic surfaces prior to molecular
growth, which consists of reducing the surface with a
hydrogen plasma treatment. Another possibility to reduce the
oxidation of the NPs would be to use gold rather than silver.
Novolac has proved to be another good host for in situ
synthesis of Au NPs [21], and gold has the advantage of being
much more resistant to oxidation than silver.

4. Conclusions

In this work we have developed a general method for the
selective growth of nanostructures. This method relies on the
production of Ag NPs in selected areas by photolithography.
As a result of the polymeric matrix, the NPs are synthesised in

Figure 5. (a) Image of the sample treated by RIE for nanograss
formation, (b) SEM of a cleared area (without NPs), (c) SEM of an
area with NPs, (d) TEM of the scrapped nanowires, where some
silicon structures are capped by silver NPs.

Figure 6. Selectively pattered area with copper clusters after
electroless plating. The areas where the NPs were placed present
copper deposition. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy of a large
copper particle.
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a range of different sizes, where the larger NPs are about
50 nm. The fine tuning of a plasma process has allowed the
predominant removal of the polymer, and exposition of the
NPs. Although the evolution of the localised surface plasmon
resonance of the NPs reveals their oxidation, the NPs are still
useful as seeds for subsequent synthesis processes. Both top-
down and bottom-up processes have been demonstrated. A
fluoride-based RIE has been used to produce silicon nanotips
by using the NPs as hard mask. The hard masking effect is
revealed by the presence of truncated cones. The NPs have
also demonstrated useful as seeds for the selective growth of
copper clusters. The flexibility of the method allows its use in
a multitude of applications, and it is currently being used for
sensor array fabrication.
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